

Host John A Says:
******** Continue Pharaoh Mission *******
             " The code of Warriors"

CO von Krieg says:
::sitting on bunk in quarters, resting head in hands, taps comm badge::

CSO Wilks says:
:: wakes up and looks around::

XO Starks says:
:: in mess hall going over a map of the terrain on the master display console ::

CO von Krieg says:
*FCO* Lt. Qwynn, report to captain's quarters.

FCO Qwynn says:
*CO* Yes, Captain, I'm on my way.

FCO Qwynn says:
:: proceeds from her quarters to the Captain's quarters ::

 CIV Apryus says:
::in mess hall, looking blankly at the bar he built::

FCO Qwynn says:
:: activates the door chime ::

 CIV Apryus says:
XO: Orders Sir?

CSO Wilks says:
@:: looks at guard by the door:: Guard: Who are you?

CO von Krieg says:
::to door:: Enter

XO Starks says:
:: still looking at the display:: CIV: orders......we get Wilks back.  ::turns to the bar:: CIV: you up for a rescue mission Lt. Cmdr. ?

FCO Qwynn says:
:: walks through the door ::  CO:  Captain.

CO von Krieg says:
::looks up, a look of strain crossing his face::

TO T’Rel says:
::is at post::

 CIV Apryus says:
XO: Of course sir, hostile force or infiltration?

CSO Wilks says:
@Guard: Where am I?

XO Starks says:
CIV: that depends on what TRel can tell us from the tac scans....let's get to the bridge

FCO Qwynn says:
:: she looks deeply into his eyes ::

CO von Krieg says:
FCO: Mr. Qwynn, I realize that my behavior on the landing party is suspect. I do not expect anyone to believe otherwise.

CO von Krieg says:
::pauses::

XO Starks says:
:: de-activates master display and picks up a couple of pads, then heads to the bridge ::

 CIV Apryus says:
::follows the XO::

Host Colonel Schenker says:
<Guard> CSO: Lucky to be alive Soldier! We almost scragged you.

FCO Qwynn says:
CO:  Would you explain to me what happened to you, sir?  :: her voice is kind and gentle ::

TO T’Rel says:
::running scans::

FCO Qwynn says:
CO: You need to realize that I did sense another presence.  What happened to you wasn't an illusion, sir.

CO von Krieg says:
::runs his hand through his hair:: FCO: I don't believe that I can.  I suffered a... hallucination.

XO Starks says:
::: while in TL :: CIV: what do you think about the Captain?

CSO Wilks says:
@Guard: Scragged me?

 CIV Apryus says:
XO: I already confronted him, he's being contacted, by what my guess is a telepathic entity, I worry for his judgement,

FCO Qwynn says:
:: reaches for his hand ::  CO: may I?

 CIV Apryus says:
XO: I asked him about putting his command codes on...hold for awhile but he's reluctant, as I would be

Host Colonel Schenker says:
@ <Guard> CSO: You gave us the wrong pass code. Had we not seen your uniform, you'd be dead.

XO Starks says:
TL: hold turbo lift

CO von Krieg says:
::draws back:: FCO: I do not need treatment at this time, Lt. I do need someone to monitor me.. in case...

TO T’Rel says:
::begins running another type of scan::

XO Starks says:
CIV: I'm not ready to ask for him to step down....

CSO Wilks says:
@Guard: I'm sorry, am I allowed to go now?

FCO Qwynn says:
CO: In case...

XO Starks says:
CIV: ...but if that time comes I just want to make sure the crew backs my decision.

 CIV Apryus says:
CO: Of course not, I don't suggest it either, just to temporarily but his high order security codes on hold... call it a medical leave, I can sense the crew would be reluctant, but they'll follow you

TO T’Rel says:
::looks up startled by results, double checks them::

CO von Krieg says:
FCO: I snap. ::gestures to the bulkheads:: I will not allow this.. this force to fall into the hands of a madman.

XO Starks says:
CIV: until such time that he endangers himself or the crew, he's still in charge

XO Starks says:
TL: Resume Turbo Lift

 CIV Apryus says:
XO: Of course sir

TO T’Rel says:
*XO* T’Rel to Starks

XO Starks says:
:: entering bridge :: TO: report

FCO Qwynn says:
CO: I understand, sir.  What would you like me to do?

CO von Krieg says:
::looks FCO in the eyes:: FCO: You are my safety net.

TO T’Rel says:
XO: I have found evidence that the Faxians are preparing to launch an attack on the base where CSO Wilks is currently located.

CO von Krieg says:
FCO: If I show any signs of further instability, you are to activate the EMH and consult Commander Starks.

XO Starks says:
:: sits in the hard chair :: TO: how long?

Host Colonel Schenker says:
@ <Guard> CSO: The colonel will want to debrief you.. :: keys his communicator::

 CIV Apryus says:
::stands at the multipurpose display panel in the back of the bridge::

TO T’Rel says:
::checks computer::

CO von Krieg says:
FCO: He's loyal.  He won’t do it any other way...

CSO Wilks says:
@Guard: Where did you take my things?

TO T’Rel says:
XO: 1 hour sir.

FCO Qwynn says:
CO: How am I to know when you feel you've reached the point of instability?

XO Starks says:
CIV: Apryus consult with T’Rel find an infiltration point.. we have less then an hour

CO von Krieg says:
::looks bitter:: FCO: You're a telepath. You always know.  Report to the bridge. dismissed.

Host Colonel Schenker says:
@<Guard> CSO: You'll get them back when your re-assigned to a squad.

Host Colonel Schenker says:
@ :: enters the barracks that holds Wilks::

FCO Qwynn says:
CO: As you wish, Captain.

FCO Qwynn says:
:: turns and leaves the Captain's quarters ::

Host Colonel Schenker says:
@ CSO: On your feet soldier!

 CIV Apryus says:
::Steps over to T’Rel:: TO: Excuse me ensign, Plan of action?

CSO Wilks says:
@:: jumps up::

FCO Qwynn says:
:: looks up at a computer interface panel as she passes it to note the time ::

TO T’Rel says:
::turns & thinks::

CSO Wilks says:
@Col: Why am I being held here?

XO Starks says:
*FCO* report to the bridge

TO T’Rel says:
CIV: Here. ::moves aside so the CIV can also see.::

TO T’Rel says:
::points to a place on a map that has been reconstructed from scans::

CO von Krieg says:
::stands and straightens uniform, goes to storage panel and removes sidearm, checks weapon exits for bridge::

FCO Qwynn says:
*XO* On my way, sir.

FCO Qwynn says:
:: quickens her pace and takes a TL to the bridge ::

 CIV Apryus says:
TO: So do you intend to initiate a hostile rescue effort or infiltration?

Host Colonel Schenker says:
@ CSO: I'll ask the questions private!

FCO Qwynn says:
:: arrives on the bridge, a full three hours before her duty shift is scheduled to begin ::

CSO Wilks says:
@Col: sorry sir!

TO T’Rel says:
CIV: I believe that an infiltration would be more effective.

FCO Qwynn says:
:: walks up to the XO ::    XO: Sir.

CO von Krieg says:
::feels very alone as he walks to the turbo lift::

XO Starks says:
FCO: Qwynn, how is the captain?  ::holding a PADD in one hand showing the COM traffic log, and the captain’s request to see the FCO ::

Host Colonel Schenker says:
@ CSO: Now where is the rest of your squad? Why did you give an outdated countersign?

FCO Qwynn says:
:: looks up to see who else is on the bridge ::  

CSO Wilks says:
@Col: uhhh... I got separated from my squad two months ago sir

TO T’Rel says:
CIV: Do you have any suggestions on a plan?

FCO Qwynn says:
XO: He is well, sir.

CO von Krieg says:
::the TL whooshes open and he enters:: TL: Bridge.

CSO Wilks says:
@Col: that was the last code I was told

XO Starks says:
FCO: good to hear

 CIV Apryus says:
TO: Perhaps 2 teams, would be best, one to grab Wilks, the other to jam up the works, perhaps create a distraction

FCO Qwynn says:
:: attempts to read the XO's mind ::

Host Colonel Schenker says:
@ CSO: Hmmm? Blue squad has been MIA for a week. What about enemy encounters?

XO Starks says:
FCO: sorry to call to so early but we're putting together an Away Team to retrieve Wilks

TO T’Rel says:
CIV: I concur that would be most efficient.

FCO Qwynn says:
:: smiles ::  I see.  Would you like me to cover the bridge, or accompany the away team?

CSO Wilks says:
@Col: we encountered some, that’s when I got separated from the rest of my squad

XO Starks says:
FCO: I'll be on the team so I need you to stay with the ship

TO T’Rel says:
::points to an area of the base where there appears to be little activity.:: CIV: I would suggest this as a beam down site.

FCO Qwynn says:
XO: Yes, sir.  What else do I need to know?

 CIV Apryus says:
TO: Perhaps... but a shuttle landing might be more efficient... I have a few ideas on how to get in efficiently

XO Starks says:
FCO: just that if the AT is compromised your orders are to get the ship out of danger....but you already know that

CO von Krieg says:
::the TL whooshes open, he enters and sees his officers in conference::

TO T’Rel says:
CIV: Indeed. Would you care to explain.

FCO Qwynn says:
XO: Right.  Will do.

FCO Qwynn says:
:: goes to Flight Control and relieves the person on duty.  Sits down and observes the status of the ship ::

CO von Krieg says:
::any signs of vulnerability or indecisiveness have disappeared from his demeanor:: XO: Report, Commander. Have we located Mr. Wilks?

 CIV Apryus says:
TO: A shuttle enters...here ::points::, typical decent pattern, when we reach 2 km above the surface... we begin to vent particles from the nacelles, which will appear as an engine instability on sensors

XO Starks says:
:: stands from the command seat ::

FCO Qwynn says:
*ENG* Engineering, status please.

XO Starks says:
CO: we are scanning the facility that he is being held in sir

CO von Krieg says:
XO: Can we arrange for a beam out?

XO Starks says:
CO: T’Rel and Apryus are working on a rescue plan now sir

TO T’Rel says:
CIV: That would work well as a distraction however if they want to capture us it would be logical to assume that some of us should beam from the shuttle to the surface and not all land in it.

FCO Qwynn says:
:: noting that the Chief Engineer is not on duty, she opens a window on her panel to monitor engineering systems ::

CSO Wilks says:
@Col: Its good to be back among friends, but I’m anxious to get my stuff back and get out there, may I leave?

CO von Krieg says:
::nods to XO knowingly::

 CIV Apryus says:
TO: The pilot then initiates a sharp dive, preferably towards a subterranean ore deposit similiar to the shuttle, fire phasers when in close proximity and pull out... it will appear as if the shuttle had engine failure and was destroyed, well at least temporarily

Host Colonel Schenker says:
@CSO: Very well... You will be reassigned to Red Squad. You are being paid well to deceive your Government. If your shipped home, you will not speak of what you've seen here. Understood ?!

 CIV Apryus says:
TO: In the mean time the extraction team beams down, the authorities will be to busy examining the "crashed" shuttle they wont notice the infiltration

 CIV Apryus says:
TO: Our team at the shuttle can keep them busy

TO T’Rel says:
CIV: Indeed. A most logical plan.

XO Starks says:
TO/CIV: how's it coming?

 CIV Apryus says:
XO: We have a plan

CSO Wilks says:
@Col: Understood sir!

CSO Wilks says:
@Col: where can I pick my stuff up at?

CO von Krieg says:
::settles into the hard chair and begins to review the sensor data::

XO Starks says:
:: looks over Tac station display ::

 CIV Apryus says:
XO:  2 teams, one beams down shortly after a faked shuttle crash, team 1 heads down in the shuttle, at 2 km begins venting particles from the nacelles, making it look like engine instability, dives sharply at a subterranean ore deposit, low to the surface the shuttle fires phasers at the ore, then pulls up, making it appear to be an engine failure.

Host Colonel Schenker says:
@ Guard: Get him registered with red squad. Typical Issue equipment.

 CIV Apryus says:
XO: This should... distract the authorities as team 2 infiltrates the compound and pulls Wilks out, team 1 will keep them busy

CO von Krieg says:
::listens to the plan::

XO Starks says:
CO: what do you think Captain?

CSO Wilks says:
@Col: What about my stuff that you picked up off of me?

CO von Krieg says:
XO/CIV: I agree. I will lead the extraction team.

 CIV Apryus says:
CO/XO: Where would you like me stationed?

XO Starks says:
CO: I request to pilot the shuttle sir

CSO Wilks says:
@Col: Colonel! What about my  things?

TO T’Rel says:
CO/XO: Shall I accompany a team?

CO von Krieg says:
::nods to XO::

FCO Qwynn says:
:: continues to monitor the powered-down ship which is on the base ::

XO Starks says:
TO: your with Extraction team, you too Apryus

 CIV Apryus says:
XO: I think I should accompany you, I'm the most familiar with the procedure we will be undertaking

Host Colonel Schenker says:
@ ::turns away while speaking:: CSO: You'll be issued gear private!

TO T’Rel says:
XO: Aye sir.

CO von Krieg says:
FCO: Mr. Qwynn, you are with me as well.

XO Starks says:
CIV: so we'll be adding shuttle pilot to your resume Apryus?

CSO Wilks says:
@Col: Can I just have one of my things back, its a triangular shaped pin, Its a sentimental object to me

FCO Qwynn says:
CO: With you, yes sir.

 CIV Apryus says:
XO: I wasn't aware I had a resume, I dont suggest I pilot, as it is not my particular talent, but I know how to make the venting particles fill our illusion

CO von Krieg says:
All: Arm yourselves. Type 3s.

CO von Krieg says:
::grim::

XO Starks says:
CIV: agreed, your with me. Team one is the Captain FCO and TO

Host Colonel Schenker says:
@ :: nods at guard to give back personal effects as he leaves::

XO Starks says:
COM: Shuttle bay: prep the Cleo for launch

CO von Krieg says:
All: Move out, people. By the numbers.

XO Starks says:
:: leaves bridge for TL ::

 CIV Apryus says:
XO: Me and you will be holding off a large amount of troops, we have to do this just right, and we should be armed to the teeth::

FCO Qwynn says:
:: heads to the Shuttle Bay ::

CO von Krieg says:
::feels a hot whisper brush through his mind::

CSO Wilks says:
@Col: thank you colonel.  :: follows guard::

TO T’Rel says:
::follows FCO after running one more scan & grabbing a phaser::

CO von Krieg says:
::enters the shuttle bay and checks out a rifle, the weapon feels good in his hands::

FCO Qwynn says:
:: Arrives in the shuttle bay, and arms herself with two type three phasers ::

TO T’Rel says:
::goes to shuttle bay after CO and FCO::

 CIV Apryus says:
::stands next to the XO in the TL::

TO T’Rel says:
::arrives in shuttle bay::

XO Starks says:
:: walks into shuttle bay from TL ::

XO Starks says:
:: enters shuttle and straps in to the main pilot seat, then begins pre-flight sequence::

TO T’Rel says:
::arms herself with phaser rifle::

 CIV Apryus says:
::checks the shuttle's weapon locker, and grabs 2 type two phasers as well as 2 type three rifles, walks to the front, straps himself in and hands one to the XO::

CO von Krieg says:
::enters the shuttle and sits at the front, his breathing is steady and rhythmic::

CSO Wilks says:
@Guard: How soon will I be assigned to red squad?

 CIV Apryus says:
CO: Your coming with us?

XO Starks says:
:: takes weapon from Apryus ::

TO T’Rel says:
::enters the shuttle::

XO Starks says:
CO: your certain your up to this Captain?

 CIV Apryus says:
::inputs the proper modifications to vent a gradually increasing amount of particles from the nacelles at an altitude of 2 km::

CO von Krieg says:
::coldly:: CIV/XO: Command prerogative.

CIV Apryus says:
::gets familiar with the weapons array, targeting the coordinates of the ore deposit they will be diving towards::

FCO Qwynn says:
:: enters shuttle, sees that there are no seats, so she goes to the back ::

XO Starks says:
ALL: sealing door

 CIV Apryus says:
XO/CO: I prepared the venting and phaser blasts,

XO Starks says:
COM Pharaoh: this is the Cleopatra, we're launching

Host Colonel Schenker says:
ACTION: The shuttle dips into the cold dark vacuum to speed to the planet.

CSO Wilks says:
@Guard: how soon will I get my orders?

 CIV Apryus says:
::slings his type three rifle over his shoulder, but keeps his type 2 on his belt... just incase::

CO von Krieg says:
::methodically checks the status of his weapon::

 CIV Apryus says:
::reading instruments:: XO: We are approaching the atmosphere...

Host Colonel Schenker says:
@<Guard> CSO: Come with me... Hand the CSO his pack...

XO Starks says:
ALL: team 1 prepare for beam down

CO von Krieg says:
XO: Energize when ready.

TO T’Rel says:
::stands up::

CSO Wilks says:
@:: follows guard, and grabs pack::

FCO Qwynn says:
:: ensures she is ready for beam out ::  XO: ready, sir.

TO T’Rel says:
XO: Ready, sir.

XO Starks says:
FCO/CO/TO: energizing....good luck

CSO Wilks says:
@:: follows guard, and opens pack to look for comm badge::

CO von Krieg says:
::feels the beam grab him::

TO T’Rel says:
::materializes on the surface::

FCO Qwynn says:
:: materializes on the planet ::

Host Colonel Schenker says:
ACTION: The transporter moves the team to within site of the base

XO Starks says:
$CIV: there down, we're going in

 CIV Apryus says:
$XO: Ready to proceed sir?

 CIV Apryus says:
$XO: Alright here we go

TO T’Rel says:
::takes out a tricorder and begins scanning toward the base for aliens::

 CIV Apryus says:
$XO: Ready to initiate the venting

FCO Qwynn says:
@ :: uses her tricorder to try to locate the CSO's comm signal ::

XO Starks says:
$CIV: coming over the facility now, do it

 CIV Apryus says:
$::engages the venting:: XO: Time for our dive...

Host Colonel Schenker says:
@ <Guard> CSO: You're lucky the Colonel is a new commander, he doesn't know any of us, so he's going easy ... for now. :: frowns::

XO Starks says:
$CIV: roger that

TO T’Rel says:
@CO: Your orders sir.

XO Starks says:
$ :: pitches shuttle into a sharp noise dive towards an dore deposit ::

CO von Krieg says:
@FCO/TO: Dampen those signals! They've got passive scanners all around the base. Standard NPP procedure.

CSO Wilks says:
@Guard: He seems to be an easy going guy, he'll make a good commander once he gets settled in

 CIV Apryus says:
$XO: Lets hope this work...Targeting the ore deposit, firing main phaser banks in 5...

TO T’Rel says:
@CO: Aye.

FCO Qwynn says:
@ :: closes her tricorder ::

TO T’Rel says:
::quickly shuts tricorder::

XO Starks says:
$ :: slightly rolling the shuttles attitude to bear main phasers to the ore depot ::

 CIV Apryus says:
$XO: Waiting till we're within 100meters so they don’t detect the difference...

Host Colonel Schenker says:
@ <Guard> CSO: You barracks are over there. Bunk 12a :: Points at another building and leaves the CSO alone ::

CO von Krieg says:
@::holds his rifle close to himself, feeling the power cell cycle up::

CIV Apryus says:
$::checks his instruments and sees its adequate timing, fires full phaser blasts:: XO: Phasers Discharged

CSO Wilks says:
@Guard: thank you :: walks to barracks::

XO Starks says:
$ :: flies the shuttle straight towards the ore depot, ::

XO Starks says:
$ :: the Ore explodes fantastically and the shuttle is pulled back up and out of the explosion ::

CO von Krieg says:
@FCO/TO: Be ready to move. You may use lethal force if needed.

Host Colonel Schenker says:
ACTION: The check points at the base become alert at an unknown disturbance

CSO Wilks says:
@:: Enters barracks and throws pack on bunk 12a ::

XO Starks says:
$ ::the shuttle's erupts in sparks ::

 CIV Apryus says:
$XO: Better set down under cover quickly

TO T’Rel says:
@CO: Understood. ::charges weapon::

 CIV Apryus says:
$::feels himself toss out of his seat only to pull himself back up::

CSO Wilks says:
@::sifts threw pack and finds comm badge::

XO Starks says:
$ CIV: inertial dampers offline, I'm pulling us up!

XO Starks says:
$ :: regains the shuttles attitude and heads for the landing spot ::

FCO Qwynn says:
@ :: increases her pace towards the base ::

 CIV Apryus says:
$XO: Attempting to shield us from active scans, lets keep this "crash" illusion as long as possible

XO Starks says:
$ CIV: sorry guess I took us too close to the explosion

CSO Wilks says:
@:: taps comm badge, whispers:: All: This is Lt. Wilks, is anybody out there?

XO Starks says:
$ CIV: hope there watching cause we're going to come in hot

CO von Krieg says:
::mutters to himself an NPP motto:: There is only duty.

TO T’Rel says:
@CO: sir?

 CIV Apryus says:
$::holds tight and grabs his weapon::

CO von Krieg says:
@TO: What?...Oh, something we.. They teach the cadets...

XO Starks says:
$ :: the shuttle comes to a hard thud in to the soil ::

CSO Wilks says:
@:: gets frustrated by nobody answering and lays down on bed and begins to think the crew left::

Host Colonel Schenker says:
ACTION: Soldiers run to the radar tower to get reports about a downed bird

XO Starks says:
$ CIV: we're down

 CIV Apryus says:
$XO: When we set down we should attempt to hide in the bush, I'll continue the venting so it should scramble their tricorders... we might be able to hold down an ambush for a moment

CO von Krieg says:
@FCO/TO: Now! Let's move.

 CIV Apryus says:
$::vents the impulse engines exhaust and low level radiation... ::

XO Starks says:
$ CIV: continue to vent...:: grabs Phaser and opens rear hatch ::

TO T’Rel says:
@::follows CO toward the base::

CSO Wilks says:
@:: throws things in pack and leaves barracks::

CIV Apryus says:
$::grabs his weapon, checks to insure continuing venting...then follows the XO::

CIV Apryus says:
$XO: this exhaust should scramble their readings enough, they'll probably enter the shuttle to collect our bodies

XO Starks says:
$ :: after exiting the shuttle :: *COM* Cleopatra: Computer lock down shuttle doors 

XO Starks says:
$ CIV: if they can get in, that should keep them busy

CO von Krieg says:
@*CSO* Wilks, rendezvous with Qwynn and T'Rel at the front gate.

Host Colonel Schenker says:
ACTION: The ground Team approaches the check point that leads to the base

CSO Wilks says:
@*CO*: Captain, its good to hear your voice, I’m making my way over there now

FCO Qwynn says:
@ :: repeating to herself alpha eagle one Krouse omega, alpha eagle one Krouse omega... ::

CSO Wilks says:
@:: begins to walk casually to the front gate::

XO Starks says:
$ :: takes cover with CIV to watch for incoming security :: CIV: That exhaust may make it hard to receive any com signals from the AT

Host Check Point Guard says:
@ Unknown: Halt!

 CIV Apryus says:
$::hides in the bushes behind the shuttle door, crouching low, and aims his rifle towards the shuttle doors::

TO T’Rel says:
@::follows quickly behind the FCO holding her rifle to keep it from making noise::

CO von Krieg says:
@::his walk begins to acquire a stiff swagger to it::

 CIV Apryus says:
$XO: We shouldn't receive any,  anyway, a comm signal from the away team will indicate their position and ours

CO von Krieg says:
@Guard: Sign!

Host Check Point Guard says:
@ ALL: Beta, Hawk niner, Schmidt Gamma!

FCO Qwynn says:
Guard: Alpha, Eagle One, Krouse, Omega

Host Check Point Guard says:
@ All: Pass!

FCO Qwynn says:
@ :: continues walking casually towards the CSO ::

TO T’Rel says:
@::walks quickly past::

CSO Wilks says:
@:: approaches crewmates::

XO Starks says:
$ :: checks time ::

CO von Krieg says:
@::sees Wilks::

Host Check Point Guard says:
@ :: notes squad designation arm bands :: All: Blue Squad!?  We heard you were wiped out! Your whole company shipped out 5 days ago.

FCO Qwynn says:
@ :: approaches the CSO ::

TO T’Rel says:
@::approaches with FCO::

FCO Qwynn says:
@ :: ignores the Check Point Guard, talking to her still though she'd walked on passed ::

CSO Wilks says:
@FCO/TO: Boy, am I glad to see you guys!

FCO Qwynn says:
@ CO: and turn around and walk back out?

 CIV Apryus says:
$::keeps his watch while inspecting his weapon::

XO Starks says:
$ CIV: looks like the ore explosion is more of a distraction then we even hoped, the security teams probably won't make it out this far before our pick up window elapses

CO von Krieg says:
@::stares at the guard:: Guard: The others ran. They drew off the outlanders. We stood our ground as per orders.. and lived.

Host Check Point Guard says:
@ CO: Lt.? The Colonel will want to see you sir.

Host Check Point Guard says:
@ :: keys his communicator::

 CIV Apryus says:
$ XO: I wouldn’t be so sure... when they realize our "advanced technology" just landed in their backyard...

XO Starks says:
$ CIV: 2 more minutes and we take off to retrieve team 1

TO T’Rel says:
@ ::thinks; Lt.? is puzzled::

FCO Qwynn says:
@ CSO / TO: Follow me  :: makes her way around near the gate again.

CSO Wilks says:
@:: follows FCO::

Host Check Point Guard says:
@ CO: Well, welcome back, you're due to ship home after your de-briefing...

 CIV Apryus says:
$XO: Hold a moment... I'm going back into the shuttle,

TO T’Rel says:
@ ::Follows CSO::

CO von Krieg says:
@ :: realizes that his rank insignia has trapped him:: Guard:: I understand.

TO T’Rel says:
@ ::glances back at the Captain::

FCO Qwynn says:
@ :: realizes she needs another distraction, calls to the CO as if he were a Lieutenant ::  CO: Lieutenant!  Over here!

 CIV Apryus says:
$::stands up and sneaks back into the shuttle::

CO von Krieg says:
@Guard: My squad needs direction.

FCO Qwynn says:
@ :: Points to something imaginary on the ground, and kneels closer to 'it' ::

TO T’Rel says:
@ ::follows suit::

Host Check Point Guard says:
@ CO: Very well, sir.

FCO Qwynn says:
@ :: whispers to the TO ::  We may have to take out this Guard .

TO T’Rel says:
@ FCO: Understood.

 CIV Apryus says:
$:: Opens the automatic distress signal and scrambles it slightly to mimic communications array damage, then sneaks back out::

CO von Krieg says:
@::moves over to FCO/TO/CSO::

Host Check Point Guard says:
ACTION: Klaxons wail like the siren of hell, as the base goes on full alert.

FCO Qwynn says:
@ TO: Looks like it's working.  His lack of curiosity may have just saved his life.

XO Starks says:
$ CIV: times up, we should lift off and try to beam back team 1

FCO Qwynn says:
@ :: hears the alarm and runs out of the base :: TO/CSO/CO Come on, quickly

 CIV Apryus says:
$::rushes back into the shuttle and cuts the signal, prepares for liftoff::

TO T’Rel says:
@ :: stands and follows quickly making sure that the CO is following;:

CO von Krieg says:
@::follows the FCO's lead:: All: Move out!

CSO Wilks says:
@:: follows right behind FCO::

Host Check Point Guard says:
<Loud speaker> All personnel to defensive positions! Faxian Airships are closing. Para -drops detected! This is not a drill!

CIV Apryus says:
$XO: Prepared for liftoff...

XO Starks says:
$ :: runs into shuttle takes pilot seat ::

XO Starks says:
$ CIV: lifting off begin active scan for their com badges and initiate transport when you get a lock

Host Check Point Guard says:
:: holds his weapon at the AT:: Halt! Get to the defense bunkers!

XO Starks says:
$ CIV: look at the SRS, an even better distraction...looks like local aircraft are coming into the area

FCO Qwynn says:
@ :: looks back to ensure the Captain, CSO and TO are all safely following behind her, and they are ::

 CIV Apryus says:
$::Searches over the surface for comm signals::

 CIV Apryus says:
$XO: We should probably ascend to a higher altitude, those ships are just as likely to fire at us

XO Starks says:
$ CIV: not till we get a TR lock

XO Starks says:
$ CIV: anything yet?

CO von Krieg says:
@All: Pull back to defensive positions.

 CIV Apryus says:
$ XO: I believe so...

TO T’Rel says:
@ ::moves to comply::

CIV Apryus says:
$ XO: I'm preparing to transport, just another moment...

CSO Wilks says:
@:: follows order::

XO Starks says:
$ :: pilots shuttle low and fast towards the facility, inertial dampers still offline ::

 CIV Apryus says:
$ XO: Want me to mix it up a bit? Random weapons fire at installations?

XO Starks says:
$ CIV: that would force them into hiding but we don't know where our people are so we may hit an area that they are in

Host Check Point Guard says:
******** Pause Mission *******

